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NEWS AND ANNOUCEMENTS FROM BATTLEBORN FENCING CLUB

Early Edition
In this busy holiday season, we don’t want to
miss any registration deadlines!
1/1/22 South Coast Mary Rafanelli RYC/RJCC will
have coaching
1/2/22 5th Annual Sword in the Stone RYC and
RJCC
1/12/22 Junior Olympics
1/15/22 RYC of the Rockies Spring
1/21/22 3rd Annual Precision Invitational RJCC
1/24/22 Battle of the Bay D1A
1/28/22 Las Vegas Cup #1 with Y10/Y12!
And check askfred.com for a bunch of Senior
tournaments in San Diego!

COVID Protocols
Thank you to everyone who has gotten
vaccinated and please get boosters when
you are eligible. The longer this virus sticks
around, more likely you are to be exposed or
be infected. As per CDC guidelines, if you
test positive, or have an exposure
(regardless of vaccination status), please
wait to return to the club after your symptoms
have resolved or after 5 days (if no
symptoms), whichever is later. If you have
received the booster or are within 6 months
of the 2nd vaccination, you are welcome to
fence. This is per CDC as of Monday.
Continue mask wearing and please distance
as much as possible. Thank you for looking
out for each other!

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
1/9
1/22
1/26
1/26

Happy January Birthdays!
Daniel Jin
Jayna Kim
Leo Gonzalez
Sammy Hwang

Tournament Results
DEC NAC
JME
Nick Candela
Austin Challenge SYC/ RJCC
CME
Olaf Mulcahy
Y14ME
Olaf Mulcahy
Y12ME
Jayden Kim

7th

5th and D!
7th
3rd

Do you want to try
tournaments?
While national and international tournaments
are not for everyone, regional or local events
may be something to give a try! If you would
like for information, pick up a “Fencing 101
Handout” at the desk. While directed towards
parents, it is equally applicable for the adult
fencer ready to venture into competition! Great
people to talk to are Tam Dao and Ted Lendis.

Regular Teen Class
Teen class returns to their own class on
Tuesday/Thursday from 4-5pm and Saturday 1011am under the instruction of Coach Brent.
Cavaliers will share space with them under
Coach Lee and Coach Ashley.

